Admissions
Brittany Konieczny, David Babb, Sam Carter, Alyssa Worrilow, Vickie Bauer, Shawn Kennedy and Casey Yuros

Advancement Office
Julie Choma, Mark Ouellette, Mark Gadson, Will Caverly, Pamela Panarella, Rosemary Pall, Kristin Maag, Christopher Dunne, Bethany Morin, Betsy Witt, Sarah Smart, Jill Leauber Marsteller, Maria Carosella, Colleen Fida, Michele Steinmetz, Annparke Sullivan, Jamie Karinch, Ingrid Zepp, Lisa Bogdanski, Elizabeth Burns and Abbie Cichowski

Anthropology and Sociology
Lauren Wynne, Jasmine Harris and Margee Kerr

Biology
Christina Kelly, Carlita Favero, Jennifer King, Rebecca Roberts, Ellen Dawley, Kathryn Goddard, Simara Price, Cory Straub, Rebecca Lyczak, Jennifer Round, Tony Lobo and Denise Finney
Staff

Business and Economics
Nock Blomberg, Scott Burns, Scott Deacle, Andy Economopoulos, Heather O’Neill, Carol Cirka, Olga Nicoara, Rudy Henkel, Cindy Harris and Jennifer Van Gilder

Business Office
Paul Forkner, Suzanne Tennity, Ellen Curcio, Brenda Samuels, Andrea Bohn, Christopher Guy, Sharon Pearson, Barbara Tyson, Rachele Rott, Nancy Imes and Betty Davidson

Campus Safety
Pete “Pedro” Looft, Rob Coyle, Chris Wilcox, Gary Hodgson, John Bera, Anthony Bruno and Paul Harris

Career and Professional Development
Sharon Hansen, Jill Fazzini, Amy Brink, Michele Poruban and Beverly Gaydos
Chemistry
Monica Chu, Mark Ellison, Brian Phillips, Nathan Scharf, Eric Williamsen, Brian Pfennig, Morgan Cousins, Ryan Walvoord, Amanda Reig, Monica Giancarlo, Victor Tortorelli and Michael Sturgess

Education
Stephanie Mackler, Seamus Mulryan, John Spencer and Carol Royce

English
Patricia Lott, Rebecca Jaroff, Nzadi Keita, Kara McShane, Jon Volkmer, Matthew Kozusko and Anna Maria Hong

Enrollment Operations and Analytics
Andy Sturgill, Mary Bagnell, Diane Hammer, Dawn Rhoads, Jesse Randall, Rommel Guadalupe

Environmental Studies
Monica Giancarlo, Patrick Hurley, Richard Wallace, Tristan Ashcroft and Leah Joseph

Facilities
Steve Gehringer, Jason Lupold, Karen Pumo-Groff, Sue Levensood, Jeff Henry, Meghan Alman, Jennifer Kuklenitz, Neil Tyson, Troy Swefisloft, Kyle Heimel, Jeff Williams, James Shaw, Mike Twarogowski, Rich Kershner, Ric DeMenno, Dave Bennett, Bob Stillman, Dave Quinter, Mike Mackin, Liz Robb, Jamie Thompson, Mike Warwick, R.J. Emery, Gary Meikrantz, Scott Bessemer, George Myers, Ted Geigu
Financial Aid
Suzanne Sparrow, Ashley Frisbie and Pat Keebler

Health and Exercise Physiology
Tracey Harper, Deb Fearheller, Catherine van de Ruit, Chris Angermeier, Del Engstrom, April Carpenter, Steve Kolwicz and Kristin Paisley

History
Edward Onaci, Susanna Throop, Lori Dagger, Glenda Chao and S. Ross Doughty

Library and Information Technology
Susan Smith, Ray Stitt, Clif Davis, Denise Hartman, Andy Prock, Carolyn Weigel, Charlie Jamison, Dominique de Saint Etienne, Elena Althaus, Ruth Sprague, James Futter, James Tiggett, Christine Iannicelli, Gabe Moliken, James Shuttlesworth, Maureen Damiano, Rick Kohn, Matt Miller, Gwen Marshall, Diane Skorina, Kerry Gibson and Sarah Stanziano

Modern Languages
Yukino Tanaka-Goda, Stephanie Sun, Céline Brossillon, Juan-Ramón de Arana, Giovanna Steyaert, Xochitl Shuru, escár Useche, Matthew Mizenko, Robin Clouser and Julin Everett

Music
John French, Rosa Abrahams and Holly Hubbs
Neuroscience
Ellen Dawley, Jennifer King, Carol Royce, Jennifer Stevenson and Carlita Favero

Philosophy and Religious Studies
Danielle Widmann Abraham, Roger Florka, Xandy Frisch and Kelly Sorensen

Physics and Astronomy
Kassandra Martin-Wells, Tom Carroll, Lewis Riley and Casey Schwarz

Politics and International Relations
Paul Stern, Rebecca Evans, Jonathan Marks, Christian Rice, Johannes Karreth and Cathy Bogusky

President's Office
Susan Fazio, Annette Parker, Brock Blomberg, KC Boyle, and Bob Clothier

Registrar
Michelle O'Leary, Samantha Martin and Carol Williams
Residence Life
Melissa Sanders Giess, Reese McKnight, Jordan Toy and E.J. Madarasz

Sustainability
Kate Keppen

Theater and Dance
Jasmine McCain, James Futter, Domenick Scudera, Amy Gerberich, Meghan Jones, Dana Powers-Klooster, Karen Clemente and Meghan Brodie

U-Imagine Center
Maureen Cumpstone, Rebecca Jaroff and Carol Cirka

Ursinus Institute for Student Success
Nahmah Bermudez, Sherese Parker, Lynne Brault, Jan Levengood, Missy Bryant and Nathan Rein

Wellness Center
T.C. Mack, Khamini Guillermo, Laura Mack, Jessica Parrillo, Kristen English and Paul Doghramji